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Suite For The Forgotten is an original composition that is dedicated to people who are 
currently living in Fukushima and its surrounding areas. The piece is comprised of three 
movements (“I. Grief and Wrath,” “II. Wasururuka,” “III. A Song for Children.”) The tragic 
Great East Earth Quake and tsunami occurred in Japan March 11, 2011. The disaster not only 
took thousands people’s lives away but also caused Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant 
meltdown.  
Due to high radioactive leakage from the plants, thousands of people had to leave their 
hometowns. It has been said that some of those areas that have been contaminated by radiation 
will not be safe for habitation for the next fifty to a hundred years. There was also a report that 
the children’s thyroid tumor ratio in Fukushima has gone up three hundred times higher than 
normal (Pantsios, 2015). More than 230,000 people are still living in temporary housing and 
many of them have been struggling with their inconvenient living environment (Sink, 2015). 
Since the earth quake in 2011, the total number of stress related deaths has reached to 1,660 in 
Fukushima. This number has exceeded the total death toll of 1,607 people who were directly 
killed by the earthquake and tsunami in Fukushima (Tabuchi, 2014).  
There issues are only some of the obstacles Fukushima has been facing. Even though 
Fukushima has been going through those on-going issues, I feel that they have been forgotten by 
the world. My hope is to raise awareness of severe hardship Fukushima will continue to confront.  
 
 
The first movement, Grief and Wrath, focuses on feelings of people in Fukushima who 
have been struggling with various problems caused by radiation leakage. The second movement, 
Wasururuka, reflects my own sincere sympathy toward this incident. Wasururuka means “Have 
you forgotten?” in Japanese. In this piece, I have applied an old Japanese poem included in 
Kanginshu, a collection of Japanese songs and ballads written about five hundred years ago. The 
final movement, A Song for Children, represents children in Fukushima who have been facing 





As I started researching the situation in Fukushima on the Internet June 2014, I discovered 
one documentary film that focuses on health impact, particularly on children living in Fukushima. 
The film is called A2-B-C and it is directed by Ian Thomas Ash, an American film maker who 
has been living in Japan for decades. While communicating with Mr. Ash via several e-mails, he 
was gracious enough to share his film with me. I can’t thank Ian enough for sharing his film and 
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I. Grief and Wrath 
 
Instrumentation 
Reed I (Flute, Alto Sax, Soprano Sax) 
Reed II (Flute, Alto Sax) 
Reed III (Clarinet, Tenor Sax) 
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Solo on F Locrian: start sparsely using lower register. Add A natural in the scale as passing tone
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Suite For The Forgotten
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Suite For The Forgotten
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strings: strong accents on grace notes
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